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  This is the joint work with Francesco Zucconi. We give some appli-
cations of 3-fold birational geometry to the study of even spin curves.
Much explanation is taken from the Dolgachev-Kanev's paper [DK93]
and our preprints [TZ08a] and [TZ08b].
1. EVEN SPIN CURVES
  Let 7t be a smooth projective curve of genus g arid ea theta char-
acteristic on 7't, namely, 2e tv KH. A couple (7t,e) is called a spin
curve and even if so is hO(IH,e). Let Sg+ be the moduli space of even
spin curves of genus g. It is known that hO(7t,e) = O (called ineffective
theta characteristics) for a general pair (7'tl,e) E Sg+.
2. SCORZA CORRESPONDENCE
  The basic of our study is the following correspondence originally
studied by G. Scorza.
Definition 2.0.1. Given an ineffective e, hO(7t,e+ x) = 1 for every
x E 7t by the Riemann-Roch theorem, hence e gives the correspondence
Ie c 7t Å~ 7't such that (x,y) E Ie if and only ify is in the support of
the unique member of le+xl. This is called the Scorza comespondence.
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We denote by l1(x) the fiber of 1→冗overx. In other words, I1(x) 
is the unique member of IB十xi.
We can easily verify the following properties of 1 by the註iemann-
Roch theorem, etc: 
(a) 8 = I1(x）…z is(of cour日e)independent of x, 
(b）が（冗，e+ x) = 1 for加 yx E 1t, 
(c) 1 is disjoint from the diagonal, 
( d)1 is symmetric, and 
(e) 1 is a (g,g）”coη・espondence. 
By [DK93, Lemma 7.2.l], conversely, for a町 reducedcorrespondence I' 
satisfying the札hovecondition日， thereexists a unique ine旺ectivetheta 
characteristic such that I' ＝ん
Here we mention two known applications of the Scorza correspon-
dence: 
Rationality of St. We learned the following by [DK93]. Let V be 
札3-dimensionalvector space and V its dual. For a homogen仰 usform 
Gεsmv of degree m on v, we define the (first) polar 凡（G)of G at 
αεJP>(V) by凡（G)：＝品工向~＇ whereαi and Xi are coordinates of 
α，and on V, respectively. 
Let FεS4 V be a general ternary quartic form onγ. Set 
S0(F) := ｛αG JP>(V) I九（F)i日projectivelyequivalent to the Fermat cubic}. 
Then the closure S(F) ：＝了（F) is again a smooth qu制 iccurve, which 
is called the Clebsch covariant quartic of F. By taking the second polars 
of S(F), we have the following COIT田po泌ence:
(2.1) T(F) := ｛（α， b)E S(F）×S(F) I rank凡，b(S(F)):; l}. 
For example, if九（F)= {x3十が＋z3 = 0}, then b = ( 1：。： 0),(0 : 
1 : 0) or (0 : 0 : 1), thus T(F) is a (3, 3)-correspondence. In the end, 
T(F) turns out to be the Scorza correspondence 1 de五nedby a unique 
theta characteristic e.
So we have the m叩 Sc:Mg－→St such that Sc: [F =OJ日［S{F),O]
defined o刊 rthe open set Mg C M3 where S(F) is nonsingular. This 
association map w剖 discoveredby Scorza and is called the Scorzαmαp. 
Scorza showed it is an i吋ectivebirational map. Thus St is rational 
since M3 isknown to be rational by [Kat96] （欄also[Bohl). The curve 
F corresponding to a couple (S(F), 0) is called the Scorzαqua付icof 
(S(F), 8). In other words, by間tting冗＝S(F), Fis the unique quartic 
日uchthat if （α，b）εん（c冗×川）， then rk凡，b(F)= 1 hold日．
Mukai’s description of a Fano threefold. A prime Fαno threefold 
of genus 12 is a smooth projective threefold A22 such that -KA22 is 
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ample, the class of -KA22 generates PicA22, and such that the genus 
仇）＝守ぷ＋ 1 = 12. Mukai found the description of such a 
Fano回 avariety of power sums. 
Definition 2.0.2. Let V be a (v+ 1)-dimensional vector space and let 
Fεsm V be a homogeneous forms of degree m on V. Set 
VSP(F,n）。：＝ {([H1］，・・，［Hn])I H'{' ＋・・・＋H;:' = F} c HilbnP（す）．
The closure VSP (F, n) := VSP (F, n）。iscalled the vαrieties of power 
sums of F. 
Theorem 2.0.3 (S. Mukai). Let ｛九＝ O｝ζP( V) = P2 beαgener1αl 
plane quαrtic cu問 e.Then 
(1) VSP（凡，6）ζHilb6P2 isαgeneral prime Pano tl附 efoldof genus 
12；αnd conversely, 
(2) eve叩 generalprime Pano threefold of genus 12 is of this form. 
See [Muk92] and [Muk04]. Mukai observed the following: 
(a) The Hilbert scheme of lines on A22 is isomorphic to a smooth plane 
quartic冗1and the correspondence on冗1×冗1defined by intersec-
tions of lines on A22 gives an ine町ectivetheta characteristic ()on冗1・
More precisely, () is constructed so that the Scorza correspondence 
んisequal to 
{([l], [m］） ε冗1×冗iI ln mヂ0,l手間｝．
By the result of Scorza recalled above, the Scorza quartic ｛九＝O} 
is associated to the pair （冗1,() in the same ambient plane as the 
canonically embedded冗1・ Theorem2.0.3 (2) claims that X is 
recovered邸 VSP（九，6). (1) follows from (2) since the number 
of the moduli of prime Fano threefolds of genus 12 is equal to 
dimんむ＝ 6.
(b) The Hilbert scheme of conics on A22 is isomorphic to the plane 冗2
and 冗2is naturally considered田 theplane Jli>2 dual to P2 since, for 
a conic q on A22, the lines intersecting q form a hyperplane section 
of 冗1・R凶 her,he showed the six points [H1］，.・，［H6]such that 
([H1］，・・，［H6])ε VSP0（九，6)correspond to six conics through 
one point of A22・
3. SCORZA QUARTICS 
Scorza succeeded in associating a unique quartic hypersurface, which 
is also called the Scorzαquα付ic,to a spin curve of any genus g with 
ine百ectivetheta. In the c回 eg = 3, this association turns out to be 
the inverse of the Scorza map. Dolgachev and Kanev, however, pointed 
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out Scorza overlooked three conditions on日pincurves mentioned below 
to consturct the Scorza quartic. 
Let冗cpg-l be a canonical curve of伊nusg, () an ineff ecもivetheta 
characteristic on it and 10 c 1f.x冗 theScorza correspondence. Since 
the linear hull (Ie(x) －ν） for (x, y）εんisa hyperplane 。flP9 1, we 
can define a morphism均： lo→｜ω冗｜＝＝併－1by (x, y) ~ (Io(x) -y). 
The following is a crucial object to construct the Scorza quartic: 
Defini主ion3.0.4. The image r(O) of the above詣orphism勾： lo→
許g-I(with reduced structure) is called the discriminαnt locus of the 
pair （＇冗，（）.
By Definition 3.0.4, we have the following diagram: 
(3.1) 
J十／＼〈＼
r( o) c IP>9ー1 冗c]p>g-1. 
The three conditions mentioned above is the following, which are a 
kind of generality conditions: 
(A 1) the degree of the m叩ん→ r(O)is two, namely, (Io（ピ） -y') = 
（ん（x）…ν）implies (x', y') = (x, y) or （ν，x), 
(A2) r(O) is not contained in a quadric, and 
(A3) 10 is smooth. 
From now on in this section, we assume these conditions. 
We can define: 
DH：＝πo*p*(H門別）
as a divisor, where H is an hyperplane of JP9-1. 
By using (Al) (A3), it is not di鐙c出 tosee degr(θ）口g(g-l) and 
degDH = 2g(g一時.Therefo詑 we恐 ayexpect that DH isa quadric 
section of r(O). Actually this is true: 
Proposition 3.0.5.万H is cut out byαquadric in pg-l. 
Now we define the following correspondence: 
v := {(qi, q2) I q1ε nH.2} c r(o) x r(o), 
where Hq i日thehyperplane of JP>g-l co町側pondingto q E JP>9-1 . Itis 
e剖yto see that V is symmetric. By Proposition 3.0.5, we see that V 
is the restriction of a symmetric (2, 2) divisor p’of JP>9-1 x JP>9-1 . Let 
{ F4 = O} be the quartic hypersurface obtained by restricting V' to the 
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diagonal of JP>9-1×Jfi>gー1. The Scorza quartic is the 'dual’quartic in 
JP>Y-1 of ｛九＝ O}. 
To explain this more precisely, we give a quick review of some geneト
ali ty of the theoηof polarity. Set V := H0（冗，ω冗）. Each homogeneous 
form Fε S4V defines a linear map: 
app: S2V → s2v 
G 1--+ Pa(F). 
called the αpolαrity mαp, which is nothing but the linear extension 
of iterating polar maps. If app is an isomorphism, F is called non-
degenerate and then the inverse isomorphism is given by a P E S4V, 
that is app -1 = app・Theform FεS4 v iscalled the duαl form of F. 
It turns out that the constructed ｛九＝0} is non-degenerate and we 
can take the dual ｛凡＝O}, which is the Scorza quartic. 
To explain this construction of the Scorza quartic is actually the 
inverse of the Scorza map in genus 3 c回e,we remark one of the im-
portant properties of the Scorza quartic. By the theory of polarity and 
the definition of F4, the fiber of D → r(e) over a point qεr( e)is 
defined by the second polar PH~ （九）. Moreover, by definition of r(e), 
it is e酪 yto derive that PH~ （F4) ＝αb for someα，bε 冗 suchthat 
（α，b）εIo, where α，bεJP>Y-l is considered邸 alinear form on Jfi>gー i.By 
de自国tionof the dual, we have九b（九） = Hg. Tln we have verified 
the association of the Scorza quartic is the inverse of the Scorza ma p 
in the case g = 3. 
4. SPECIAL QUARTICS ARISING FROM QUINTIC DEL PEZZO 3-FOLD 
Now we st訂 texplanation of our results. 
Trigonal even spin curves of any genus and their Scorza quartics arise 
from some 3戸foldsas in Mukai’s case. 
Let B be the smooth quintic del Pezzo threefold, that is B is a 
smooth projective threefold such that K8 = 2H, where H is the 
ample generator of Pic B and H3 = 5.It is well known that the linear 
system IHI embeds B into JP>6. 
Let d be an arbitrary integer greater than or equal to 6. We consider a 
general smooth rational curves C of degree don B obtained inductively 
from lines, more precisely, smoothings of the union of a degree d -1 
rational curve and a line intersecting it. Let f: A→ B be the blow-up 
along C姐 dEe the /-exceptional divisor. 
We explain the relation of this with A22・Ifwe take the blow-up 
r→A22 along a general line on it, then there is a unique flop A' －→A 
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and birational contraction A→B, which is the blow-u~ of B along 
a smooth rational curve of degree 5. Thus the above situation is a 
generalization of出is. Moreover, a general line is恐 appedto a line 
on B inte路ectingC, and a general conic is mapped to a conic on B 
intersecting C twice or more. 
We consider the notions of lines and conics on A, which correspond 
to lines on B intersecting C, and conic日onB intersecting C twice or 
more. 
Definition 4.0.6. A connected and reduced curve l C A is called a 
line on A if -KA ・ l =1 and Ee ・ l = 1. 
By -KA口 f*(-Kn）…Ee:and Ee・l= 1, f(l) is a line on B 
intersecting C. 
Proposi主ion4.0.7. The Hilbert scheme of lines on A isαsmooth 
trig onαl curve冗1of genus d -2. 
Definition 4.0.8. A connected and reduced curve q C A is called a 
conic on A if -KA ・q= 2 and Ee ・ q = 2.
We showed that the廷ilbertscheme of conics on A is an irreducible 
surface and the normalization morphism is injective, namely, the nor-
malization 'H2 parameteri初日conicson A in one to one w札.y
Moreover we have the ful description of 'H2剖 follows.For this, let 
D1 C冗2be the locus parameter包ingconics on A which intersect a 
fixed line l on A. 
Theorem 4.0.9. 1t2 is so欄Cαledthe White surface, namely, the suヴαce
obtαined bν blowing叩 s2cど p2αts：出（γ）pointsαM embedded 
by ID1I = l(d -3)h -E:=l eil, where h is the pull-bαck ofαline, ei 
α問 theexc叩tionαl cu問 esofη：冗2→JP>2. Moreover，行2is given by 
intersection of cubics. 
Here we use the notation Jli>d-3 since the ambient pr吋ectivespace of 
行2and that of the canonical embedding of冗1can be considered儲
reciprocally dual槌 inMukai's c加 e.We write the ambient of冗1by 
]p>d-3 and that of ？も byが－3.
Set 
'D2 := {([q1], [q2］） ε？右×冗2I q1丹Q2手間
and denote by Dq the fi伽 rof'D2→冗2over乱point[q]. Then Dq～2D1 
and 'D2～バDq+ p2Dq. 'D2 is obviously symmetric. Thus 'D2 is the 
restriction of a unique symmetric (2, 2)-divisor V~ on Jixl-3 x炉－3.The 
restriction of v~ to the diagonal is a quartic hypers田 face{F~ = O} 
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in Ji>d-3. We can show that P~ is non-degen町a回.Then we obtain the 
unique quartic hypersurface ｛巧＝O} in pd-3 dual to P~. 
The following is a generalization of Theorem 2.0.3 (2): 
Theorem 4.0.10. Let f: A→ B be the blow-upαlong C，αηd let 
p: A→ A be的εblo砂叩 ofAαlong the strict transforms of (d;2) 
bi-secαnt lines of C on B. Then the陀 isαninjection from A to 
VSP(F~ ， η）， whe陀 η ：＝ (d;1). Moreover the irnαge of瓦isuniquely 
dete門ninedby 'D2αnd is an irreducible component of 
VSP（巧，n；冗2):= {([H1], ・ ・ , [Hn]) I [Hi］ε冗2｝仁 VSP（月，n).
To characterize 3-fold A, we need extra deta行2,which is implicit in 
Mukai's c邸eSee [TZ08a]. 
5. EXISTENCE OF THE SCORZA QUARTIC 
Notice that the construction of Fl is quite similar to that of the 
Scorza quartic. This similarity will be clear once we define a theta 
characteristic on冗1and clarify the relation of行1and 冗2・
For the curve冗1parameterizing lines on A, we can introduce the 
incidence correspondence as in Mukai’S C部 e:
(5.1) I:= {([l], [m]) I lチm,lnmヂ日｝ ζ 行1×冗1
with reduced structure. We can prove I satisfies the conditions (a)-(e) 
whence there exists a unique ir児島ctivetheta characteristic such that 
l＝ん
Moreover，回wementioned above, there is a natural duality between 
the ambient spaces of 冗1and冗2. This gives us a very computable 
way to describe the discriminant loci f(B) of 1. 
Proposition 5.0.11. For the pαir （冗1,1), f(B) is contαined m冗2,
αnd the generic point of the cu問 tf(B) parameterizes line pairs on A. 
Moreover, r(B）～ 3(d -2)h 4 I::=1 ei on冗2・Inpα出C1山Tr(B) is 
not contαined inαcubic section of冗2・
Moreover, we can consider ｛巧＝ O} lives in the same ambient sp配 e
剖 canonicallyembedded冗1・
Proposition 5.0.12. The special quα付ic{F~ = O｝亡 pd-3of Theorem 
4.0.10 coincides with the Scorzαquαrtic of （冗i,1). 
Proof Noting f(B) c冗2,we can show that the restriction of the corr令




The story goes further. By virtue of the above explicit computa-
tion of the discriminant, we can prove that the pair （冗i,B) satisfies 
the conditions (Al）…（A3). Then, by a standard deformation theoretic 
argument, we can then verify that the conditions (Al）一（A3)hold also 
for a general even spin curve, hence we answer a.忠rmativelyto the 
Dolgachev-Kanev Conjecもure:
Theorem 5.0.13. The Scorza q包αrticexists for αgeneral even spin 
curve. 
See [TZ08b]. 
6.恥10DULISPACE OF TRIGONAL EVEN SPIN CURVES 
Let M~r and ~rr be the moduli space of trigonal curves of genus 
g and the moduli space of even trigonal spin curves of genus g, re-
spectively. We wol斜 liketo study s:ir using the geometry of (B, C). 
Denote by冗fthe廷ilbertsd詑n
of degree d掛 inSection 4.πf is irreducible. By A凶 Bど SL(2,C),
we have the natural rational maps月：冗：/SL(2,C)一→Sど； m叩ping
Cd日（冗i,B), and町 from冗：/SL(2, q to the mod凶 spaceFd of Ad 




Since 冗1Jis irreducible and冗1J/SL(2，ε｝→ Fd is dominant, we see 
that Fd is irreducible. 
Proposition 6.0.14. The mαpπF is finite. If dロコ6,then deg1「:F= 2. 
lfd三7,thenπy is birationαl. 
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where A －→ A’is a flop and A＇→ B is also the blow-up along a 
smooth rational curve C' of degree 6 on B. This reflects the fact冗1
has two di旺ere叫 g；’s(birationality ofπF for d ?:7 will reflect the fact 
a general trigonal curve of genus三5h部 aunique g§). Indeed, there is 
one to one correspondence between the sets lines on A and lines on A’． 
Thus we identify the Hilbert schemes of lines on A and A’and denote 
it by行l・行1h回 twotriple covers冗1→ Cand冗1→ C'.These are 
defined by two di百erentg~ 's of行1・Thus(B, C) and (B, C’）町enot 
isomorphic to each other but correspond the same A. 口
For genus three curve, the Scorza quartic is useful to prove the ra-
tionality of St. Unfortunately, this is not the C蹴 inthe higher genus 
C槌 efor the moment since the Scorza quartics are special quartics and 
there is no description of the loci of them in the space of quartics. 
Nevertheless, it gives another way to study of s:.
Proposition 6.0.15. ns fiαctor through咋 αs冗：/SL(2,C)→ Im ns→ 
Fd. In other words, A is determined介・orn（冗i,fJ). 
Proof From （行i,fJ), we can define r(fJ) and九.By Theorem 4.0.9 and 
Proposition 5.0.11, we obtain 行2邸 theintersection of cubics containing 
r(fJ). We can define the divisor 'D2 c冗2×冗2from the dual 九 By
Theorem 4.0.10, A is obtained 仕omF4 and行ぁ thusfrom （冗11fJ). 口
Corollary 6.0.16. Im ns isαn irreducible component of st~； domi-
nαting ん1~r-2 ・ In particularαgeneral冗iisαgeneral trigonal cu問 Eof 
genus d-2.πs：冗：/SL(2,C)→ Im ns is finite of degree twoザd=6
αnd birationαlザd三7.
Proof. Since dim冗：= 2d and dim Aut (B, Cd）三dimAutB= 3, we 
see that dim Fd ?: 2d -3 by Proposition 6.0.14. By Proposition 6.0.15, 
dim Im ns三2d-3. Thus by dim st~； = 2d -3, the first claim follows. 
If d ?: 7, then πs is birational by Proposition 6.0.14. If d = 6, 
then，出 inthe proof of Proposition 6.0.14, two triple covers冗1→ C
and冗1→ C’aredefined by two different g；’s of 冗i,thus (B, C) and 
(B, C') are not isomorphic to each other. But (B, C) and (B, C’） define 
the same theta characteristic. Thus πs is of degree two. 口
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